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DIAMETER TAPES
The diameter of a circular object, like a tree or a pipe, is 
easily measured using a Keson diameter tape. The tape is 
calibrated in units of 3.14(pi) inches. The tape is actually measuring 
the tree or pipe’s circumference, but the units on the tape are 
adjusted by pi enabling you to get a diameter by wrapping this 
tape around a circular object.

Our PD618 has a stainless steel case which features a refl ective surface 
and textured rubber grip to keep the tape from slipping. Our D18646 has a 
plastic case for the same type of blade.

POCKET TAPE MEASURES
These small tapes are perfect for carrying in pocket. The unique arch design of 
the PG1812SQ enables the tape to slip in and out of without catching. It comes 
with a removable belt clip. The PG1810 has a magnetic back so it came stick to a 
fi le cabinet, cubical frame, door frame or refrigerator.

POCKET RODS
This 6-1/2 foot vertical-reading leveling rod grading rod is packed in a compact 
like a tape measure. It’s ideal for checking a grade without having to carry 
a full-size rod. Great for for foundation work, grading, swimming pools and 
construction photo records. Easy-to-read numbers are printed on both sides.

FEATURES
- Built-in target on 2 sides.

- Nylon coated facing not affected by moisture.

- Non-glare surface.

- Convenient surveyors pole.

- Heavy-duty end hook.
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SPECIALTY 
MEASURES

MODEL
UPC 

052837
LENGTH WIDTH UNITS

CASE 
TYPE

BLADE 
MATERIAL

BLADE*

PG10 027596 10 ft. 1/4 in. ft., in., 1/8, 1/16, 1/4
magnetic 

back
steel

PG1812SQ 027798 12 ft. 5/8 in. ft., in., 1/8, 1/16, (1/32 fi rst 12˝) special steel A1

1

MODEL
UPC 

052837
LENGTH UNITS ZERO PT.

PR610 005208 6 ft. ft. & 10ths hook end

PR618 005307 6 ft. ft. & in. hook end

PR2M 020416 2 m metric hook end

MODEL
UPC 

052837
LENGTH WIDTH UNITS

CASE 
TYPE

BLADE 
MATERIAL BLADE*

D18646 005703 6 ft. 1/4 in.
ft, in, (1/64 fi rst 12”)

One side: diameter inches to 64ths
Other side: blank space before zero

white 
ABS

steel D2, D12

PD618 027750 6 ft. 1/4 in.
Side 1 (Top): inches in pi to the 100ths

Side 2 (Bottom): continuous ft, in, 
1/8/, 1/16

steel steel D1, D11

Limited warranty.

Limited warranty.

Limited warranty.


